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Gravitational Water Vortex Power Plant (GWVPP) is an appropriate means to convert kinetic energy of water to rotational
mechanical energy at the very low head site. This study aims to establish a basic reference for the design of the runner for the
Gravitational Water Vortex Turbine (GWVT) with a conical basin. Seven diﬀerent geometrical parameters have been identiﬁed
for runner design, and the eﬀect of these parameters on the system eﬃciency has been studied numerically and experimentally.
The eﬀect of these parameters has been studied over the range of speed with torque. The results from performance tests of these
runners suggest that runner height is the most signiﬁcant parameter to be considered in the design of a turbine runner for GWVPP
with a conical basin. The results show that the eﬃciency of GWVT has improved up to 47.85% as obtained from experiments.

1. Introduction
The hydropower technology that generates power by utilizing head under 3 m is categorized as very low head hydropower which comprises largely untapped hydropower in
form of streams, canal falls, and water supply dams [1, 2].
Low head and small hydropower are almost benign in terms
of carbon footprints [2], economical, and more suitable for
fragile ecology and scattered populations [3, 4]. Furthermore, the installation of the pico-hydro plant (up to 5 kW) is
cost-eﬀective compared to several energy sources like solar
PV, grid extension, and diesel generator [5]. A multicriteria
analysis by Williamson et al. [5] shows that Turgo and
propeller turbines with a draft tube are the best solutions
among turbines considered for low head, variable ﬂow rate
pico-hydro site in remote areas owing to ease of installation,
operation, and maintenance. However, this study [5] encompasses only Pelton/Turgo wheels, water wheels, Archimedes Screw, propeller, radial, and cross-ﬂow turbines. On
the other hand, common low head hydropower turbines like
Archimedes Screw, water wheels, and modiﬁed

(miniaturized and simpliﬁed in design) conventional turbines have limited applications, due to poor part ﬂow eﬃciency, manufacturing diﬃculties/cost, and uneconomical
deployment [2].
Gravitational Water Vortex (GWV) is an ultra-low-head
technology which uses the concept of free surface water
vortex for power generation. Viktor Schauberger is the
pioneer to conceptualize the use of vortex for power generation although his work did not make use of free surface
water vortex [7] whereas the ﬁrst use of free surface water
vortex was done by Brown [8] with submerged outlet. Attempts have been made by Kouris [9] and Zotlöterer [10] in
the development of technologies for power production from
free surface water vortex but the successful deployment for
power production was performed by Zotlöterer (Figure 1).
The most notable change introduced was free stream discharge at the exit rather than the submerged exit implemented in previous practices. In the current practice, the
minimal components in a GWV system are canal, basin,
turbine, generator, and tailrace (Figure 1). The water stream
is guided through an inlet canal into the round basin
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Figure 1: Basic components in a GWVPP—installation at Obergrafendorf, Austria (reproduced with permission from Zotlöterer).

tangentially inducing circulation. A combination of localized low pressure at the oriﬁce (exit) and induced circulation
at the inlet [11] forms a vortex pool. The inlet water stream
strikes the runner blades, changes the ﬂow direction at the
blades surface, and ﬁnally exits the bottom hole into a free
stream. The runner is placed concentrically above the exit
hole and has two major parts, hub and blades. It is designed
to be fully submerged into the vortex pool although the free
surface depression at the center (also visible in Figure 1)
exposes part of runner blades to the air. The hub is a hollow
cylinder connected to the turbine shaft and blades are
protrusions from the hub. There are claims that GWV also
aerates the water in a gentle way unlike conventional
hydropower—water cleaning eﬀect—and has no eﬀects on
ﬁsh migration and lives due to the low speed of the turbine
[12]; these claims, however, remain to be validated [6].
Although no speciﬁc operating range has been deﬁned
properly for GWV turbine, the operating range as proposed
by Timilsina et al. [6] is shown in Figure 2 with a proposed
head range of 0.7–2 m [12] which has a rather larger operating envelope than waterwheels and Archimedes Screw.
Studies on water vortices to date can be categorized into
two facets: analytical study of ﬂow patterns, supplemented by
simulations and experiments, and lab pilot studies for power
extraction purposes. Diﬀerent conﬁgurations of basin and inlet
conditions have been studied either analytically, computationally, experimentally, or any of the combinations
[11, 13–21]. The important design parameters which determine
the kinetic energy and conﬁguration of water vortex include
the height of water in the channel, the outlet oriﬁce diameter,
ﬂuid ﬂow conditions at the inlet, and the basin conﬁguration
[14]. Wanchat and Suntivarakorn [14] concluded that a cylindrical tank with an oriﬁce at the bottom center with the
incoming ﬂow guided by a plate is the most suitable conﬁguration to create the water vortex for the purpose of electricity
generation. Wanchat et al. [15] investigated parameters, which
aﬀect the velocity vector ﬁeld for GWVPP, which include the
outlet oriﬁce diameter, gravitational vortex head, and ﬂow rate.
Optimum vortex strength occurs within the range of oriﬁce

diameter to tank diameter ratio (d/D) of 14–18%, for low and
high head sites, respectively, for the cylindrical basin, which
thus maximizes the power output [11]. A comparative study of
conical and cylindrical basins followed by experimental
measurements showed that a more powerful vortex is formed
in the conical basin [17, 19]. Furthermore, the eﬃciency of the
system was found to be more with a conical basin when tested
with the same runner under a similar condition of head and
ﬂow. Brown [8] stated that the position of the runner in the
vertical shaft needs to be adjusted for maximum eﬃciency
conditions. Similarly, in a study of the conical basin by Marian
et al. [22] on an analytical and numerical basis, the ﬂow pattern
was studied with and without placement of modiﬁed Francis
runner/s cascaded in the basin. The study concluded that
runner placed nearer to the outlet would harness power efﬁciently, and similar concluding remarks were given by Dhakal
et al. as well [17]. An experimental study with a paddle-type
runner for the cylindrical basin was done by Power et al. [21] by
varying blade size, blade number, inlet ﬂow rate, and inlet
height. Runners were developed by the equal angular placement of 2 and 4 rectangular blades. The study concluded that
turbine eﬃciency increases with blade area and blade number.
For the runner tested, at the optimum position of runner
placement, maximum eﬃciency of 15.1% is reported. On the
contrary, Dhakal et al. had shown a decrease in eﬃciency when
the number of blades increased from 6 to 12 [17]. The contradicting ﬁndings of Power et al. [21] and Dhakal et al. [17]
require more investigation. Since the number of blades tested
does not match in these studies, it suggests that maximum
eﬃciency could be achieved for some blade number for either
of the cases. Wichian and Suntivarakorn [23] studied the eﬀect
of the turbine baﬄe plate on the eﬃciency by using the CFD
program along with the experimental veriﬁcation. The tests
done in diﬀerent ﬂow rates revealed that the turbine with 5
blades and 50% baﬄe plate increases the overall eﬃciency by
4.12%, thus making it 38.68%.
Diﬀerent independent studies conducted to date are focused on the basin and its various geometrical parameters, but
limited studies are carried out regarding GWV turbine, its
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Figure 2: Operational area of GWVPP (adapted from [6]).

design, and parameters. Dhakal et al. [19] formulated the runner
based on the principle of a cross-ﬂow turbine. Moreover, the
parameters used to date for runner design are somehow related
only to the cylindrical basin with clearly unspeciﬁed design
[11, 12, 15, 17, 19]. This study tries to describe the eﬀect of these
geometrical parameters on overall system eﬃciency. Starting
with a simple paddle-type runner, the geometrical design parameters are introduced consecutively. The new design parameter is introduced to the optimal value obtained from the
case. The rectangular section being the simplest form for the
blade has been chosen at ﬁrst while the consecutive parameters
have been chosen considering design for manufacturability with
locally available tools and workmanship.

2. Study Design
Turbines are devices that extract energy from a ﬂowing ﬂuid.
In reaction turbines, the ﬂuid stream hits the turbine blades
followed by signiﬁcant static pressure drop and change in
ﬂuid relative velocity across the turbine blades whereas in
impulse turbines such eﬀects are negligible. The geometry of
the turbine is such that the ﬂuid exerts torque on the rotor in
the direction of its rotation [24, 25]. Thus, a proper runner
design is pivotal for the maximum power production from
the available ﬂow condition. The diﬀerent geometrical parameters introduced in the runner design are shown in
Figure 3 whereas Figure 4 shows the order they have been
introduced and studied. In total, twenty-two runners have
been developed, and their performance was assessed experimentally and compared with that of numerical simulations. The twenty-two runners (six of the runners appear
on more than one runner set; refer to Section 5) are divided
into seven sets with four runners in each of the sets.
2.1. Geometrical Parameters. A general argument for the
introduction of seven diﬀerent parameters is presented here.
The ﬂuid motion in a vortical ﬂow can be described with the
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Figure 3: 3D view of parameters studied in runner design.

cylindrical coordinate system. So, the water stream in the
conical basin has three velocity components (namely, r, θ,
and z). The parameters have been introduced progressively in
this study. Studies [17, 21, 26] have shown that a higher
number of runner blades distort the vortex formation
whereas a higher mass of the turbine is not beneﬁcial in the
eﬃcient energy extraction process. Timilsina et al. [6] concluded that the power output and runner speed decrease
beyond some critical turbine weight. Thus, an optimum
weight range exists for which the eﬃciency is maximum. On
the other hand, when the turbine components like a shaft,
hub, etc. are kept unchanged, only the runner weight/dimensions can be varied. Hence, the runner weight can be
related to the runner blade surface area. While the larger
surface area provides more opportunity for the incoming jet
to strike the runner blades, it also keeps pushing the water
volume already present in the basin. The water volume on the
backside of runner blades tries to oppose the rotating blades,
similar to breaking jet eﬀect in the Pelton wheel, which has
been termed water drag here. Thus, the following geometrical
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Figure 4: Flow of parameters studied.

parameters have been introduced trying to keep runner
weight low with larger blade surface area and proper blade
angles. The parameters have been illustrated in Figure 3.
2.1.1. Impact Angle. Since the water ﬂowing in the basin has
a z component, a vertical ﬂat plate is not an eﬃcient choice
for power extraction purposes. Thus, the runner blades
require some inclination (impact angle), measured against
VP [5]. So, the concept of the nozzle angle used in the Turgo
turbine has been introduced here equivalently as an impact
angle. The runner blade is tilted with respect to VP so that
the incoming water stream hits the blade perpendicularly.
2.1.2. Blade Angle in VP and HP. In any turbine, the
maximum energy transfer from the ﬂuid to the turbine can
be achieved with proper blade (inlet and outlet) angles and
blade proﬁle (curvature). Blade angle is the angle made by
the ﬂuid velocity with blade velocity at inlet/outlet. The axial
momentum in the water stream can be extracted by the use
of suitable blade angles in VP and radial and tangential
momenta by blade angles in HP. Blade angles in VP have
been studied ﬁrst followed by blade angles in HP.
2.1.3. Taper Angle. For the parameters introduced above, the
projection of an individual runner blade is rectangular. Thus,
a gap exists between the outer edge of the runner blade and
the basin wall; thus, water seeps out from that gap. The
increase in energy output is achieved by tapering the outer
edge of the runner blade. The length of the top edge has been
changed keeping the bottom edge length constant. The taper
angle is the angle made by the outer edge of the blade with
the runner axis in VP.
2.1.4. Height. Since the runner inner and outer diameters are
already limited by the hub and OR2 , (Figure 5) the surface area
can be varied by changing the runner height as well.

2.1.5. Cut. Researchers [11, 17, 20] have shown that the free
surface of water dips around the vortex center. Similarly,
experiments have shown that the free surface maintains a
curvature in presence of a turbine, and the turbine runner
blades are not fully submerged in the rotating ﬂuid, also
predicted by Mulligan and Casserly [11]. A portion of the
blade is removed only at the top inner edges (edge attached
to the hub), thus removing a triangular part of the blade
(Figure 5).
2.1.6. Number of Blades. Maximum power can be harnessed
if the incoming water stream strikes the turbine blades
continuously. This requires a higher number of blades, but
increasing blade numbers can obstruct the water stream and
change the ﬂow regime. A higher blade number can increase
drag which can overcome the power increase since lower
eﬃciencies have been reported with higher blade numbers as
well [17, 26]. Thus, the number of blades is varied to determine the region for maximum runner eﬃciency.
While there are studies available discussing a few parameters and their eﬃcacy, none of them have been able to
present a suitable set of criteria to develop a runner for the
available ﬂow conditions. On the other hand, this study
tries to incorporate basic turbine runner geometrical parameters for GWVPP and develop a turbine that can be
manufactured even with lesser skill and less sophisticated
tools. A paddle-type runner being the simplest form has
been studied ﬁrst followed by relevant geometries in a
common impulse turbine, namely, impact angle and blade
angle; impact angle was adapted from Turgo turbine. Although the turbine is being studied on the basis of an
impulse turbine, the GWVT is actually inside the basin and
thus basin geometry aﬀects the turbine geometry. The
enclosed turbine performance is accessed further by introducing parameters cut and taper angle. Two more parameters, height and blade number, are introduced to
increase surface area, thus weight, of the runner to access
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values at discrete points in time and/or space. All CFD
codes contain three main elements: a preprocessor, a
solver, and a postprocessor [27, 28]. CFD facilitates the
study of complex ﬂow phenomena without the need for
experiments; however, the results need validation against
experimental/analytical models before they can be used
for design purposes.
The simulation was done on ANSYS Fluent, and 3D
modeling of the ﬂow domain was done in CATIA. Multizone
meshing, predominantly structured hex, was used. A fully
generated mesh of the ﬂow domain is shown in Figure 6.
Table 1 shows the solver settings and computer hardware
speciﬁcations used for simulation. For any CFD result to be
less erroneous, it is required that the solution converges and
the required solution parameter/s become independent of a
number of divisions the ﬂuid domain is divided into [29]. As
per mesh independence tests, the number of nodes was set to
be around 300,000 (Figure 7). The main assumptions include
a steady ﬂow, no-slip conditions on the wall.
SST k − ω with curvature correction was used for its good
behavior in adverse pressure gradients, rotating and separating
ﬂow. Furthermore, it provides robustness with lesser computational time than the Reynolds Stress Model for vortical
ﬂow simulation [20], since the SST k − ωmodel blends k − ω in
the near-wall region and k − ε in the free stream [30]. Pressurebased segregated solver and implicit scheme were implemented to solve the discretized equation. SIMPLE (SemiImplicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations) algorithm
was implemented for pressure-velocity coupling since it is not
computationally expensive and ensures good solution stability.
The concept of Multiple Reference Frame (MRF) was
implemented in simulation over a range of runner speeds to
minimize the computational time required because of the
longer computational time required for 22 runners. Studies
show that the errors are within acceptable margin when
compared to Sliding Mesh (SM) method for turbomachinery
simulations [31, 32]. Tonello et al. [32] did a comparative study
between SM and MRF approaches for Francis turbine simulation and concluded that SM does not oﬀer a signiﬁcant
advantage over the MRF approach for overall turbine characteristics prediction. Gullberg and Sengupta [31] also suggest
that the MRF technique can provide an accurate prediction of
turbomachinery performance. Both of the studies conclude
that the SM approach is more accurate than the MRF approach; however, turbine/pump performance can be accurately
predicted by MRF alone. Also, SM is more useful for understanding ﬂow regimes, pressure ﬂuctuation, etc. in the
vicinity of the impeller. Thus, MRF was chosen for this study to
predict turbine performance considering the time factor required for simulations.

IR 1
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Figure 5: Various dimensions in the runner

their eﬀects on turbine performance and power output
potential. The ﬂow of parameter study (Figure 4) has been
chosen such that nondimensional parameters like angles
are studied ﬁrst. Furthermore, the complexity of parameters for manufacturing has been taken into account while
studying the various parameters as well.
Figure 4 shows the order in which the parameters were
introduced. Starting with a basic rectangular proﬁle, CFD
was employed to ﬁnd out the eﬃciencies of the runner at
diﬀerent impact angles, followed by similar methods for
blade angles in VP and HP. Experiments followed the
resulting trend shown by the numerical simulations. Furthermore, experiments revealed that the water stream was
escaping from the gap between the runner blade edge and
basin wall. So, the outer edge of the turbine blade was varied
to diﬀerent angles with respect to the turbine shaft, i.e., taper
angle. Similarly, the eﬀect of turbine blades’ height and blade
number was studied.
The power input, shaft power output, and the power
coeﬃcient are calculated using equation (1). The power
coeﬃcient is plotted against runner speed for the obtained
data. For each of the runners, there exists a speed range for
which the power output is maximum at the given condition.
The performance of all the runners is compared with the
eﬃciency at the best eﬃciency point:
Pi � ρQgh,
Po � Tω,
CP �

(1)

Po
.
Pi

3. Numerical Simulation
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is the art of
replacing the integrals/partial derivatives in fundamental
equations of ﬂuids with discretized algebraic forms, which
in turn are solved to obtain numbers for the ﬂow ﬁeld

4. Experimental Study
In this study, the basin parameters like dimensions of basin,
canal, shaft, and hub have been adapted from [18, 19]
whereas ﬂow parameters like head and ﬂow rate were kept
unchanged throughout the study. The study was done at a
gross head of 0.27 m and a ﬂow rate of 0.0065 m3/s which
represents a scaled-down model of the power plant.
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Figure 6: Mesh of ﬂow domain (a coarser mesh shown for easy
visualization; actual mesh used for simulation is denser than the
mesh displayed).

Table 1: Solver settings used for simulation.
Solver
Discretization
scheme
Turbulence model
Convergence criteria
Computer hardware

Steady-state 3D, pressure based
Second order in space
SST k − ω
RMS, scaled residual target � 10−4
Intel Core i7 @ 3.6 GHz × 8 cores, 16 GB
RAM

1.7
Torque (Nm)

Figure 8: Lab setup.

thrust bearing and guide bearing placed at the top and bottom
of the shaft, respectively. The runner is placed concentric to the
basin and is at a depth 65% of the total height from the top of
the basin [19]. The runner has blades attached to a hub whose
outer diameter (Dh ) is 40 mm. Introducing seven diﬀerent
geometrical parameters changes the runner shape and size
albeit some dimensions do not change. In Figure 5, OR2 is
limited by basin dimension whereas the other two are varied by
diﬀerent parameters.
4.2. Torque, Speed, and Flowrate Measurement. A rope brake
dynamometer (Figure 9) is used to measure the torque produced
by the turbine. It works on the theory that braking torque equals
the torque produced by a runner when it attains a steady rotational speed. So, two digital spring balances are present on
either side of the cord to determine the amount of tension on
each side of the cord. The readings on the digital spring balance
and the pulley radius are used to calculate the braking force and
thus braking torque on the runner shaft pulley using

1.8

1.6

F � gWhigh − Wlow ,

1.5

1.4
50000

Tank

525.00

D+d
.
2

(2)

T � F
250000
No. of nodes

450000

Figure 7: Study for mesh independence.

4.1. Test Rig and Runner. The test rig (Figure 8) is a conical
drop chamber with a top diameter of 400 mm and an exit hole
diameter of 60 mm. The total height of the basin is 610 mm and
the setup runs on the ﬂow rate of 0.0065 m3/s. The water is fed
through a submersible type centrifugal pump at ﬂow discharge
(Q) of 0.009 m3/s and head (H) 9 m. The water reaches the
conical basin tangentially through a canal having a notch of 13°
at the side connecting the conical basin inlet. The gate valve is
used to maintain the designed ﬂow rate of the system. The
water exits from the exit hole and drops down to the doublechambered water tank. With a 90° V-notch between the
chamber,s ﬂow rate is measured. The vertical axis runner is
ﬁxed on the shaft of 20 mm diameter, which is supported by

Whigh and Wlow are the kg weight obtained from digital
balance reading on high tension side and low tension side,
respectively. D and d are the diameters of the pulley and
rope, respectively.
A digital tachometer (CHECKLINE CDT–2000HD) is
used to measure the rotational speed of the output shaft. The
ﬂow is measured using a V-notch and a ﬂowmeter (GEOPACKS ZMFP51) simultaneously, and ﬁnally, the average of
both data is taken for further calculation. The amount of
ﬂuid ﬂowing through a V-notch is measured by [33]
Qnotch � 1.38 ∗ h2.5 .

(3)

4.3. Accuracy of Instruments. The accuracy of all of the
measuring instruments used throughout the experiment is
listed in Table 2 based on the least count of corresponding
instruments.
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Table 2: Accuracy of measuring instrument.
Instrument
Ruler
Vernier caliper
Digital balance
Tachometer
Flowmeter
V-notch

Least count
1 mm
0.05 mm
1 gm
0.01 RPM
0.01 m/s
—

Error
± 1 mm
± 0.05 mm
± 10 gm
0.01 RPM or ± 0.02%
0.01 m/s or ± 2%
± 2%

Pulley
Rope
Digital spring
Link
Basin

5. Results and Discussion
This section presents the results obtained from simulations
and experiments. Figure 10 shows the various runners
manufactured for the study. The performance curves of 22
diﬀerent runners are presented in Section 7. The curves are
plotted with the power coeﬃcient on the vertical axis and
rotational speed on the horizontal axis. For each of the
runners, the power coeﬃcient increases with speed and then
decreases. So, the point of the maximum performance of
each of the runners has been passed into a runner data set
(Set 1–Set 7).
Table 3 shows the diﬀerent parameters value, their
optimum value, errors among experiment and simulation,
and the order of study. All of the seven-runner data set has
been approximated using a second-degree polynomial
curve ﬁt. The equations are shown alongside each curve.
This helps in the rough estimation of the maximum power
coeﬃcient and the corresponding value of the parameter
for the maximum power coeﬃcient, tabulated in Table 3 as
the optimum value. The optimum value from each set is
identiﬁed and applied in modeling successive runner sets.
The optimum impact angle determined from Set 1 is passed
on to successive sets and so on. However, owing to the
precision diﬃculties in local manufacturing, the optimum
values have been rounded oﬀ to make consistent intervals
in parameter values for each set. Thus, a total of 22 runners
have been modeled, manufactured, and tested. These
runners (R1–R22) have been divided into seven sets (Table 3) with four models in each set on the basis of parameters varied with recurrence of R3, R9, R12, R15, and
R18 in more than one set.
The results of the parameter height and cut have been
presented here in a nondimensional form as height ratio and
cut ratio simultaneously:
height ratio �

runner height
,
basin height
(4)

IR − Dh /2
cut ratio � 1
.
OR1 − Dh /2
Experiments agree with the computational results for
each of the runner sets. The tendency seen is an increase up
to a maximum value followed by a decrease (Figures 11 and
13–17) in power coeﬃcient for all the parameters except
blade angles in VP (Figure 12) which records only a decrease
in power production ability.

Weight

Figure 9: Dynamometer.

Introducing a suitable impact angle helps with perpendicular impact from the incoming water stream. This
eﬀect is positive until 20° ; at that point the runner attains
maximum power coeﬃcient among Set 1 runners. Introducing blades’ angle in VP eventually disturbs the vortex
formation and thus decreases the power coeﬃcient with an
increase in blade angle. The blade angle introduced in HP
does not disturb vortex formation unlike the blade angle in
VP. With an increasing taper angle, the geometrical nature
of both the basin and runner happens to be the same, i.e.,
conical, and this decreases water seepage from the sides of
the runner. However, some clearance is still required to
maintain the circulation of water around the basin, which
causes some decrease in eﬃciency at a lower taper angle. The
height ratio is the most inﬂuential parameter since the blade
surface area changes rapidly with a change in height. The
power coeﬃcient tends to decrease at a higher height ratio
since water drag and runner weight start dominating the
power production capacity of the runner. The trimming of
the inner part on the top portion of the blade with the
introduction of the cut ratio is a productive approach. It is
probably due to the decrease in runner weight since the cut
portion does not come in contact with the water stream
more often. The removed portion in the blade slightly
changes the outlet blade angle on the blade top half, and the
water stream exiting that edge does not disturb the vortex
motion. On the other hand, when a large portion of the blade
is cut, i.e., the cut ratio increased, the eﬀective surface area of
the runner blade decreases which caused a decrease in power
coeﬃcient. The runner with 5 blades has the highest power
coeﬃcient. The increment of the blade number makes the
runner capable of handling a large amount of ﬂow eﬃciently.
The frequency at which the incoming ﬂuid strikes the runner
increases. The negative eﬀect of using more blades in a single
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Figure 10: Runners used for the study.

Table 3: Runner sets with their design parameter values and optimum values.
Runner set and parameter

Set 1—impact angle

Set 2—inlet/outlet blade angle in VP

Set 3—inlet/outlet blade angle in HP

Set 4—taper angle

Set 5—height ratio

Set 6—cut ratio

Set 7—number of blades
a

Runner

Design value

R1
R2
R3
R4
R3
R5
R6
R7
R3
R8
R9
R10
R9
R11
R12
R13
R12
R14
R15
R16
R15
R17
R18
R19
R18
R20
R21
R22

0°
10°
20°
30°
0°
20°
40°
60°
90°
70°
50°
30°
0°
10°
20°
30°
0.27
0.31
0.35
0.39
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
3
4
5
6

Maximum Cp
Expb
Compc
0.2902
0.2977
0.3082
0.2953
0.3082
0.2938
0.2816
0.2732
0.3082
0.3231
0.3296
0.3113
0.3296
0.3479
0.3993
0.3876
0.3993
0.4052
0.409
0.3888
0.409
0.4166
0.4325
0.3899
0.4325
0.4603
0.4785
0.4623

0.4637
0.4804
0.4886
0.4756
0.4886
0.4688
0.4474
0.438
0.4886
0.4976
0.5149
0.4935
0.5149
0.5379
0.5685
0.5568
0.5685
0.5813
0.594
0.5529
0.594
0.6059
0.615
0.591
0.615
0.6297
0.6402
0.6324

Expb

Optimum Cp a
Compc
% errord

18°

19°

5.55

0°

0°

0

60°

52°

13.33

28°

23°

17.85

0.315

0.32

1.59

0.13

0.15

15.38

5

5

0

Optimum value obtained from best ﬁtted 2nd degree polynomial curve, Figures 1–17. These are probabilistic values rather than the actual values obtained
from experiment or simulation. bExperimental data. cComputational data. dCalculated taking experimental data as a reference.
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Figure 13: Set 3 data points (left to right—runners R3, R8, R9, and
R10).
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Figure 11: Set 1 data points (left to right—runners R1, R2, R3, and
R4).
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Figure 12: Set 2 data points (left to right—runners R3, R5, R6, and
R7).

Figure 14: Set 4 data points (left to right—runners R9, R11, R12,
and R13).

runner is that the weight of the runner increases along with
drag loss.
For similar test conditions, the runner with an impact
angle of 20° shows the highest power coeﬃcient. Computational results show the decrease in power coeﬃcient
with an increase in blade angle in VP with a maximum
value at 0° blade angle in VP. Among the runners of Set 3,
the maximum eﬃciency was achieved for the runner
having a blade angle of 50° in HP. Similarly, the taper angle
has a major inﬂuence on the eﬃciency of the runner, found

eﬃcient at 20° , whereas the runner height is found to be the
most inﬂuential parameter, with the highest power coefﬁcient at the height ratio of 0.35. The cut ratio of 0.2 shows
the optimum condition whereas 5 blades are the most
suitable for the maximum power production purpose.
All the optimum values of parameters derived from CFD
results and experiments show good conformance with a slight
deviation in the blade angle in HP and taper angle. Likewise,
the similar nature of the performance curves with consistent
error margin suggests that the error is systematic. The error
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Figure 17: Set 7 data points (left to right—runners R18, R20, R21,
and R22).
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Figure 15: Set 5 data points (left to right—runners R12, R14, R15,
and R16).
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Figure 18: Runner 1 data points.

Figure 16: Set 6 data points (left to right—runners R15, R17, R18,
and R19).
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R2 = 0.9912

might have occurred due to the assumptions and simpliﬁcations made in the computational study, because of the limitation of CFD software to accept all possible factors. Errors are
also possible when the exact experiment condition is not
replicated in CFD. To get a proper visualization of ﬂow regimes
and correctly predict the turbine performance, transient
multiphase simulation is necessary, as air-water mixture exists
inside the basin, but the requirement of high computational
facilities could not be met, which is a likely cause for variation.
Moreover, the ﬂow through the canal and basin is open
channel ﬂow in the experimental setup, but a close conduit is
taken to avoid numerical complexity and reduce simulation
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Figure 19: Runner 2 data points.
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Figure 24: Runner 7 data points.

Figure 21: Runner 4 data points.
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Figure 23: Runner 6 data points.
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Figure 22: Runner 5 data points.

Figure 25: Runner 8 data points.

time without heavily sacriﬁcing the accuracy of simulation
results. Furthermore, the general causes of the error which are
fabrication errors, mechanical losses, torque meter accuracy,
leakage, and increased surface friction are major problems
encountered during the experimental study. In spite of various

challenges in the study, the data sets obtained from the
computational study show a similar trend with the experimental data sets, and the data sets for all runner show analogous deviation. The results obtained from this study could be
used as a reference for the design of runners for GWVPP.
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Figure 26: Runner 9 data points.
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Figure 30: Runner 13 data points.
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Figure 29: Runner 12 data points.
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Figure 32: Runner 15 data points.
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Figure 33: Runner 16 data points.
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Figure 37: Runner 20 data points.
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acceptable margin for commercialization of the Water
Vortex Turbine as a pico-hydro system. So, in designing a
runner for GWVPP with conical basins, the following points
shall be recommended:
(1) Runner height to basin height ratio of 0.31–0.32
(2) Taper angle conforming the basin cone angle and
impact angle of 20°
(3) Blades should be curved when viewed from the top
only with blades angle within 50° − 60° range
(4) A cut ratio of no more than 15%
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Figure 38: Runner 21 data points.
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Any of the recommended conﬁgurations do not require
any sophisticated manufacturing plant and thus can be
manufactured locally with the help of basic sheet metal skills.
This makes the deployment cost less and easier. Thus,
GWVPP is a viable and cost-eﬀective option for the picohydro system in developing countries. However, a study
approach based on vortex ﬂow theory on the conical basin,
multiphase simulations can improve understanding of the
system and help in determining a more suitable turbine for
the system.

0.5

7. Runner Performance Curves

0.4

The performance curves of 22 individual runners have been
presented in this section (Figures 18–39). The power coeﬃcient has been plotted in the y-axis against the runner speed
on the x-axis.
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Figure 39: Runner 22 data points.

6. Conclusions
This study has analyzed the eﬀect of runner design parameters on the system performance of the GWVPP. As
indicated by the literature, the operating speed of the runner
is 50–80 RPM, and hence, the study of torque was carried out
in this speed range. The study of geometrical parameters is
done with the help of CFD and compared with the results of
laboratory experiments. The several parameters used in the
design of the runner are impact angle, blade angles in VP
and HP, taper angle, height, cut, and the number of blades.
For each of the parameters varied, the power coeﬃcient
change is small. The bigger picture is only visible when the
range of power coeﬃcient is determined since each of the
parameters has a small contribution to increasing the turbine power coeﬃcient. The height ratio is the parameter to
be most cared for since this aﬀects the power coeﬃcient
largely. The eﬃciency of the Gravitational Water Vortex
Turbine (GWVT) can be improved by the selection of optimum geometrical parameters. Here, the power coeﬃcient
has been increased to 0.64 as obtained from simulation and
0.478 as obtained from experiments. The eﬃciency of the
turbine for the conical basin has been increased to an

Abbreviations
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CFD:
RPM:
GWVPP:
GWVT:
GWV:
VP:
HP:
MRF:
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SIMPLE:
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Shear stress transport
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Gravitational water vortex power plant
Gravitational water vortex turbine
Gravitational water vortex
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Multiple reference frame
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Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked
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Photovoltaic.
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Outer radius of the runner at the top edge (from
shaft axis to outer edge)
Outer radius of the runner at the bottom edge
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Force (N)
Runner 1, ..., runner 22
Computational data
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